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San Diego Vinyl Signs & Graphics

 VIEW GALLERY

As a sign-making material, nothing compares with the versatility of vinyl! From window graphics to door lettering, vehicle wraps to safety signage, custom vinyl signs, graphics, and wraps can be used in just about every part of your business for promotion, customer assistance, or staff support. 
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Seismic Signs is your San Diego vinyl signs and graphics experts, assisting you with determining, designing, fabricating, and installing the ideal signage for your brand, needs, and facilities.

We create custom banners, wall murals, window graphics, hours of operation signage, floor graphics, word clouds, flag signs, motivational signs, wayfinding graphics, and any other vinyl sign you could possibly need.

Not sure which type of sign is best suited to your need or space? As signage professionals, we can recommend the right style of sign for your need, as well as identify the ideal materials to suit your placement, and the proper printing and finishing methods to ensure your sign lasts as long as you desire.

We help you maximize your marketing dollar by providing creative and educated signage solutions that are specific to your facilities, business goals, and unique brand personality.

Call Seismic Signs at (619) 675-7990 for your Free Consultation!

Promotional Vinyl Banners
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By far the most well-known and most requested vinyl product for both organizations and individuals, banners are an incredibly popular way to share temporary information.

Most banners are designed for limited time use, such as to celebrate a grand opening, to promote a seasonal special, or for use at a specific event like a tradeshow or convention. However, we can create banners suited to many different needs, uses, and display timeframes from durable, coated, large-format and full-color outdoor banners for long-term display to Black Friday banners that will only be used indoors for a single day.

For banners of all sizes, shapes, finishing and display options, from retractable banners and pop-up banners to grommeted hanging banners, our experts ensure you have the ideal banner product for your specific purpose.

Window Vinyl Clings & Film
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Vinyl graphics, clings, and film are ideal for use on storefront or business windows. From creating a dimensional display to providing privacy, there are many different ways that you can utilize vinyl elements on your windows.

Many retailers and consumer service providers rely on window graphic elements to help showcase what they have to offer. From cut vinyl graphic elements to full window wraps, custom window graphics are eye-catching and effective. We create the ideal vinyl window signage elements to support your brand, promote your products, and intrigue potential customers.
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Etched, frosted, or custom designed privacy film is an attractive way to provide privacy and promote an intimate atmosphere within your business. Restaurants and professional service providers, like doctors and therapists, rely on these types of film as an alternative to replacing entire glass panes or panels.

Your privacy film can be completely customized to you, including your brand, promotional messaging, or any other details you wish to share. All of this is completed at a fraction of the cost and hassle of replacing your window panes with frosted panes, which may not even be an option for those working out of leased spaces.

Cut Vinyl Lettering
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Cut vinyl lettering and graphics, while commonly used for applications like presenting your hours of operation on your door, can be used throughout your facility to provide a professional, polished finish.

From room identification and wayfinding support to departmental signs and break room word clouds, vinyl text that is cohesive with your brand colors and fonts not only support and assist your customers but also impress them.

We create custom vinyl lettering for your windows, doors, walls, floors, vehicles, and more, in any color, shape, size, or font that you desire.

Wall Murals & Floor Graphics
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An increasingly popular demand, wall murals are making their way into businesses of all types all over! Painted murals have historically been time-consuming, expensive, and with an uncertain finished appearance. Large format, digitally printed graphics remove all of the uncertainty.

We can work together on a design, or use one you have created, which means that you know exactly what the finished and installed mural will look like before anything is ever produced. Depending on the complexity and size of your design, installation can often be completed in a single afternoon, providing a minimal inconvenience to you and business operations.
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There is no limit to the creative ways vinyl signs can be used to support smooth business operations or to promote your brand. Your messaging doesn’t have to be limited to your walls, windows, doors, storefront, and vehicles. Add promotional, wayfinding, or branded vinyl graphics to your floors as well!

Vinyl floor graphics are produced from a durable vinyl material that is resistant to scuffs, rips, and wrinkles. They can be applied to just about all smooth-ish surfaces, like concrete, asphalt, wood, tile, and low-pile carpets.

If you are looking for an exciting way to support your staff, promote your products, or build your brand, Seismic Signs is the perfect San Diego, CA vinyl signage partner for you!
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Vinyl Graphics Options
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Selecting the right vinyl signage for your business and needs can be intimidating. Our San Diego vinyl signs and graphics experts help you understand what sign types, materials, designs, and placement will best support your business goals.

Want to promote safety? Vinyl floor graphics can be used to mark off hazardous areas. Want to support your staff at the next tradeshow? Promotional banners are just the thing. Want to take your marketing on the road? Vinyl commercial vehicle wraps are the ultimate solution. Want to build your brand and improve facility professionalism? Vinyl wayfinding signage and branded graphics are what you need.

We provide every type of vinyl product you could ever need and look forward to working on your custom ideas and projects.

Popular uses for vinyl graphics include:
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 Banners
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 Decals
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 Vinyl Lettering
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 Vinyl Printing
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 Vinyl Wraps
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 Wall Graphics
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 Wall Murals
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 Window Film



Whether you have an end result or a specific product in mind, our San Diego, CA vinyl signage professionals are dedicated to providing the ideal signage to support your corporate goals.
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Full-Service Vinyl Graphic Shop
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Your full-service vinyl signage provider, we handle all aspects of your vinyl sign, wrap, graphic, mural, or lettering project.

From consultation and educated recommendations to fabrication and professional installation, our team of signage professionals makes sure that your finished product is exactly what you need to support your company goals.

We are dedicated to providing fast, efficient, and accurate production of your vinyl signs, graphics, and wraps. Our production manager works directly with both our designer and installation professionals to ensure your signage is produced to spec, on time, and that all elements required for installation are sourced and available when needed.

Vinyl installation is the most challenging part of the entire process. While the flexibility of vinyl material allows it to be placed in many different locations, it also means that it can be susceptible to damage during installation, such as ripping, stretching, or wrinkling. A professional vinyl installer, like the experts at Seismic Signs, can eliminate the risk of lost signage products due to damage and can provide a professional, attractive finish for your vinyl applications.

Free Vinyl Signs & Graphics Consultation
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We are ready to deliver the high-quality, impactful, and functional vinyl signs, graphics, wraps, and banners your business needs to assist customers, support staff, and promote your products and services!

From tradeshow displays to full on-site interior graphics, Seismic Signs is the San Diego vinyl signs and graphics partner you can trust to deliver for you. If you need effective signage to support your goals, we will deliver.

Call Seismic Signs at (619) 675-7990 for your Free Consultation with a Vinyl Graphics Specialist!
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Client Review

Absolutely amazing service and products.

Absolutely amazing service and products. They were able to clean up the artwork for a banner so it looked a thousand times better than what we gave them to print and in half the ti... read more
- Karen Convery

Sign Types
 A-frame Signs

ADA Signs
Acrylic Signs
Address Signs
Awning Signs
Banners
Blade Signs
Boat Wraps
Building Signs
Bus Wraps
Cabinet Signs
Canopy Tents
Car Wraps
Channel Letters
Coronavirus Signage
Corrugated Signs
Custom Tablecovers
Decals
Dibond Signs
Digital Signs
Dimensional Letters

Door Signs
Electronic Signs
Flag Signs
Fleet Wraps
Floor Signs
Foamcore Signs
Hanging Signs
Informational Signs
LED Signs
Large Banners
Lighted Signs
Lobby Signs
Menu Boards
Metal Signs
Monument Signs
Office Signs
POP Signs
Pole Signs
Portable Signs
Post & Panel Signs

Printed Backdrops
Product Displays
Promotional Signs
Pylon Signs
Retractable Banners
Room ID Signs
Safety Signs
Sandblasted Signs
Sidewalk Signs
Storefront Signs
Table Top Displays
Temporary Signs
Tenant Signs
Trade Show Displays
Tradeshow Booths
Tradeshow Exhibits
Trailer Wraps
Truck Wraps
Van Wraps
Vehicle Decals

Vehicle Graphics
Vehicle Lettering
Vehicle Magnets
Vehicle Window Film
Vinyl Lettering
Vinyl Printing
Vinyl Wraps
Wall Graphics
Wall Murals
Wall Signs
Wayfinding Signs
Window Film
Window Graphics
Window Signs
Yard Signs






Client Review

Excellent turn around time, are cost effective, and the product is high quality.

Ann and Paul are wonderful to work with. We asked them to make end of season banners for our youth hockey team and they did a fantastic job. They communicate with you through the w... read more
- Carole Jiardina
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Bank Signs
Bar Signs
Barber Signs
Church Signs
City Signs
College Signs
Construction Signs
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Corporate Signs
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Doctor Signs
Gas Station Signs
Hospital Signs
Hospitality Signs
Hotel Signs
Laundromat Signs
Lawyer Signs
Mall Signs
Manufacturing Signs

New Business Signs
Nursery Signs
Political Signs
Property Management Signs
Real Estate Signs
Restaurant Signs
Retail Signs
Salon Signs
School Signs
Small Business Signs
Warehouse Signs






Substrates
 Acrylic Signs

Corrugated Signs
Dibond Signs
Foamcore Signs
Metal Signs
Vinyl Signs
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